BESPOKE GARDEN PARTY HYPAR

S T Y L I S H S H E LT E R A N D S H A D E O U T D O O R S
WITH OUR MADE-TO-ORDER HYPAR SAILS
Our bespoke Garden Party sails have all the qualities of our standard
range but are made to suit your requirements.
Suitable for year-round use, they can be attached to fixtures or stand
independently, with our rustic poles, spliced guys and anchors or with
pergolas, bent or laminated timber arches and other bespoke solutions.
Our sails are carefully designed and do not fret or flap about. They are 100%
natural cotton canvas, proofed for fire, wet and rot to BS7837 and suitable
for use in public spaces. The fabric is available in a range of colours, is easily
cleaned and can be re-treated for many years of use. Branding is available.
We can also provide sails in other fabrics such as acrylics and PVCs right
through to highly sophisticated silicone fabrics that guarantee optimum
performance for years to come.
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1: Common Farm Flowers; beautifully dressed teaching tent
2: The Kitchen at Kimbers’; alfresco dining terrace
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Optional extras include skylights, sidewalls, with or without
clear acrylic windows and doors, and we can safely dress
around chimney or fire flues to offer safe fire or cooking
options beneath.
There are options for screw-eye and continuous luff wall
fixings, timber, stainless or painted steel poles and masts,
traditional spliced ropes, webbing ratchet straps or stainless
rigging guys, timber or hardened steel marquee pegs, and
stone or water ballast anchor systems.
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Your whole rig can be designed to suit your specific
requirements for cover, appearance, location, operating
circumstances and flexibility for relocating or touring.
Prices depend on size, complexity and component parts. A
specific operations and maintenance manual is always included.

3 and 4: Pylewell Park wedding venue
5: School; barrel-vaulted storytelling space.
6: Respite centre garden; oak pergola
7: Private garden, note the ‘continuous ‘luff’ on the wall
8: Pylewell Park; one of our standard H3 sails (see separate leaflet)
9: The Boathouse, Boulters Lock; alfresco dining, granite boulder
ballast anchors
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GARDEN PARTY HYPAR

A V E R S AT I L E R A N G E O F HYPA R S A I L S
G I V I N G O U T D O O R S H E LT E R & S H A D E
Waterproof and robust, the sails are suitable for year-round use and are easily
installed. They can be attached to fixtures such as trees or walls, or stand
independently using poles, guys and anchors.
The ‘hypar’ (from ‘hyperbolic paraboloid’) relies on its three-dimensional shape
for structural integrity, stability and strength. Our sails do not fret or flap about,
even in strong winds. They hardly ever need to be taken down – and they look
great, too.
Our standard Garden Party hypar sails cover 6m2, 12m2 or 20m2 and come with
all the kit for installation in a range of configurations to suit your location. They
are proofed against fire, wet and rot to BS7837 and meet codes for use in public
spaces. They are always available in natural unbleached white and often in other
colours. The fabric is easily cleaned and can be re-treated for many years of use.
The sails are edged for strength with a polyester webbing, which passes through
a stainless ‘O’ ring at each corner to form the connection points. Like the fabric
the webbing is available in a range of colours; black and white are always
popular, with orange and green as close runners-up. Branding is available.
We supply peeled rustic poles in coppiced chestnut or Douglas fir thinnings.
Locally grown, they vary slightly in size and appearance and will be supplied
appropriate to the sail size and installation requirements. Each pole comes with
smart spliced-rope guys, stainless thimble eyes and ‘D’ shackle connectors, and
a large cleft ash peg that’s adequate for most anchoring situations.
Top: H3 sail attached to fascia with one tall pole and black webbing edge
Centre: H1 attached to walls with long and short poles and white webbing edge
Bottom: red ochre and natural H2 sails suspended from trees

PRICE LIST
SAILS
Made from 200g cotton canvas proofed against fire, wet and rot to BS7837.
Garden Party hypar 1, square with 2.5m sides, fabric area 6m2
Garden Party hypar 2, square with 3.5m sides, fabric area 12m2
Garden Party hypar 3, square with 4.5m sides, fabric area 20m2
Bespoke Made to order. Price on application

£175
£350
£525
from £350

POLES & RIGGING
4m tapered pole complete with spliced rope guy and cleft ash anchor pegs
3m pole as above
2m pole as above
Spliced-rope guy and ash anchor peg to fix sail direct to ground or to combat rotation
Stainless screw eyes to fix to buildings
Other fittings and riggings are available for many situations

£85
£75
£65
£35
£15
POA

‘STANDALONE’ KIT (pictured left and bottom right) – everything you need for one sail
Garden Party hypar 1: 1 x 6m2 sail; 2 x 3m and 2 x 2m poles
with associated guys and pegs
£449
Garden Party hypar 2: 1 x 12m2 sail; 2 x 3m and 2 x 2m poles as above
£599
Garden Party hypar 3: 1 x 20m2 sail; 2 x 4m and 2 x 3m poles as above
£849
INSTALLATION
The price of our installation service depends on the number and
complexity of sail/s. Mileage may be charged from our offices at £1 per mile.
Delivery at cost. All prices include VAT

from £100

Webbing is
available in
these colours

D E S I G N & I N S TA L L AT I O N
Our sails are generally straightforward to install and maintain and will be delivered with clear,
site-specific installation instructions. Once in place they should be inspected and periodically
re-tensioned to keep the fabric wrinkle-fee, prevent the sail fretting in the wind and maximise
its useful lifespan.
We offer and often recommend an initial full installation service including training in
retensioning and maintenance. We also provide a regular routine maintenance, sail cleaning
and re-proofing service.
We are pleased to offer advice and a full design service for your hypar rig or kit. Send us
a photo and some dimensions or call us to discuss your project. We will supply all the
components required and can discuss alternatives to our basic price list, such as acrylic or PVC
fabrics, smooth-planed oak or metal poles, stainless wire rope rigging and fittings, hardened
metal marquee pegs or granite stone ballast anchors.
Top: two overlapping H1 sails on a ‘Best In Show’ tradestand at RHS Chelsea
Centre: the standalone kit includes everything you need for one sail
Right, above: two H1 sails on a tradestand at the Glamping Show
Right, below: this standalone H3 sail creates an alfresco dining space
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